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SUBARU MOTORSPORTS USA TAKES 1-2 FINISH AT OLYMPUS RALLY

 

Shelton, WA., Apr 25, 2022  -  Subaru Motorsports USA driver Brandon Semenuk and co-driver Keaton Williams took

home their second consecutive win of the 2022 season at Olympus Rally, dominating the weekend with six stage wins

including the five-point bonus for the Power Stage and extending their lead in the American Rally Association (ARA)

championship. Teammates Travis Pastrana and Rhianon Gelsomino finished second and moved into second place in

the title race with six rounds remaining in the nine-event calendar.

“Olympus is one of my favorite events on the calendar,” said Semenuk after the victory. “These forest stages are the

kind of roads I learned to rally on, so I feel right at home here. Last year I was putting together a solid rally and just got

caught out with a crash in a really slick section, so to get my first Olympus victory and some redemption this time out is

an awesome feeling.”

Semenuk and Williams came out of the gate at max attack on the first day of the rally, winning the first stage and

finishing second on the next two to hold onto the overall lead at the first service. While Pastrana and Gelsomino stuck

close to their teammates in second, rival Barry McKenna dropped back with a spin and stall on SS2 and Ken Block

suffered a crash on SS3. The two Subaru crews held the top two positions through the day’s second three-stage loop,

with Semenuk increasing his margin over Pastrana to 7.9 seconds while McKenna pushed to close the gap from third

place. The remaining two Saturday stages brought trouble for Pastrana, who had a spin on SS7 followed by an

electrical issue on SS8 that dropped the defending champion to third overnight, but Semenuk maintained the rally lead

into Sunday with a 32.7-second margin over McKenna.

The event’s final day brought more attrition, as McKenna went off the road on the first running of the infamous Wildcat

stage while pushing to narrow the gap. The 2020 title-winner’s retirement left the two Subaru teammates at the top of

the field and set up a showdown on the event’s final stage for Power Stage bonus points. Semenuk and Williams

capped their dominant performance with a 15-second win over Pastrana and Gelsomino, securing the maximum points

for the weekend and increasing their championship points total to 52 ahead of Pastrana and Gelsomino with 37,

McKenna and Leon Jordan with 19 and Block and Alex Gelsomino with 17.

Subaru Motorsports USA will be back on the rally stages at Oregon Trail Rally, May 20-22.

 

About Subaru Motorsports USA



Subaru Motorsports USA is managed by Vermont SportsCar and proudly supported by Subaru of America, Inc.,

MOTUL,KMC Wheels,Yokohama Tires,DirtFish Rally School,KÜHL,RECARO,weBoost and PepLink.

Follow the team online at www.subaru.com/motorsports.

Follow Subaru Motorsports USA on Facebook,on Instagram @subarumotorsportsusa,on TikTok

@subarumotorsportsusa,and on Twitter @subarums_usa.

 

About Subaru of America, Inc.

Subaru of America, Inc. (SOA) is an indirect wholly owned subsidiary of Subaru Corporation of Japan.

Headquartered at a zero-landfill office in Camden, N.J., the company markets and distributes Subaru vehicles,

parts, and accessories through a network of more than 630 retailers across the United States. All Subaru

products are manufactured in zero-landfill plants and Subaru of Indiana Automotive, Inc. is the only U.S.

automobile manufacturing plant to be designated a backyard wildlife habitat by the National Wildlife Federation.

SOA is guided by the Subaru Love Promise,which is the company’s vision to show love and respect

to everyone, and to support its communities and customers nationwide. Over the past 20 years,

SOA and the SOA Foundation have donated more than $300 million to causes the Subaru family

cares about, and its employees have logged nearly 88,000 volunteer hours. As a company, Subaru

believes it is important to do its part in making a positive impact in the world because it is the right

thing to do. For additional information visit media.subaru.com. Follow us on Facebook, Instagram, TikTok,and YouTube.


